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From the STIBC President’s Laptop
By Stefanie Kennell

T

wenty-twenty is over. Enough said. Now I want to use this space to talk about what we can
look forward to in 2021. STIBC’s core mission is to become a truly robust Canadian
professional organization of skilled translators and interpreters serving a large and diverse
public. We seek more comprehensive recognition of the fact that our members strive to attain and
maintain the highest levels of linguistic expertise, ethical conduct, and best practice, ultimately as
Certified Interpreters and Translators.
At the time of writing, I know that all of us are quite aware that our membership fees have indeed
gone up. As of January 6, 78% of Certified Members (307 out of 394) and 62% of Associate
Members (264 out of 427) had paid their membership for 2021. If you haven’t already done so,
please renew your membership right away or in any case by the end of this month.
Our Society was established on a member-funded basis, so its operations really do depend on your
support. The fees were raised to close the gap between STIBC’s revenues and expenses. Eliminating
the deficit moreover means that we can enhance services in support of the processes of certification
and continuing professional education that are central to the Society’s purpose. We can also afford
to improve the way that all services are provided through STIBC’s website. Lastly, we will start
having the resources to raise our profile—causing some “good trouble” if necessary. We intend to
lobby government agencies and institutions to require the use of CTTIC-certified translators and
interpreters (with appropriate levels of compensation), as well as to consult with the Society’s
language professionals when establishing, coordinating, and disseminating requirements and
standards.
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Here in British Columbia, we have a lot of ground and a lot of languages to cover. While STIBC is
Canada’s third-largest provincial translators’ and interpreters’ association (after OTTIAQ and ATIO,
whose fees are much higher), it has a larger proportion of interpreters and a broader variety of
languages than either of the central Canadian Big Two.
All STIBC members have an obligation to be familiar with the Bylaws, especially with Part 14, the
Code of Ethics. In connection with finances, I suggest that we be mindful of two paragraphs in
particular: “Members shall conduct themselves in a professional and ethical manner at all times.
They shall not knowingly take any action that is detrimental to the Society, its members and/or the
profession” (81.2), and “Members shall set fair and reasonable fees for their services.” (93.1). In
other words, if we are in the habit of behaving with complete professionalism in regard to language
competence, ethical conduct and business practice, we will have the funds available.
Despite Covid-19, STIBC remains fully staffed, with a range of measures intended to ensure the
safety of members and visitors. I am happy that both exams and webinars are again being offered.
Members and friends can look forward to expanded offerings as the situation continues to improve.
As I remarked in October, the Society needs you! Our capacity to act when opportunities and
challenges arise depends to a great extent on the engagement of as many individuals as possible.
Step up, roll up your sleeves (metaphorically speaking, at this time of year), and get involved. I
won’t repeat what I said about the need for a Treasurer, or Finance Committee members. What do
you care about especially? How would you like to help? We have lots of possibilities for you to
participate in whatever committee or interest groups you choose. If you’d like to help, do tell us!
Stefanie Kennell, Ph.D., C.T.
Certified Translator, Greek to English
President, STIBC Board of Directors, 2019-2021

Newly Certified Members via CTTIC Exams
CTTIC Exams

T

he following results, which were received during the last three months of 2020 and the first few days
of January 2021, are final as of the date of publication of this edition of the STIBC Voice. Any results
received after that date will be published in our next edition.

Translation

Claire N. Chang: Chinese to English
Corey Colling: Korean to English
Benjamin Crompton: Spanish to English
Anna Fin: German to English
Eray Karakuzu: Turkish to English
Congratulations to you all!

Kwok Yin Henry Lam: English to Chinese
Yijing Li: English to Chinese
Xiaorui Mi: Chinese to English
Kate Pattison: Spanish to English
Natalia Terekhova: Russian to English
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Upcoming STIBC Webinar
Clearing the Fog: Plain Language Tips!

T

his webinar introduces you to seven practical tips for using plainer English. After a quick look
at what plain language is and how the reader fits in, we’ll discuss the importance of concrete
terms, simple words, short sentences, and the ever-crucial verb. Then we’ll examine real-life
examples of how plain language can make even the most complex documents clear and easy to read.
When: January 21, 2021 (Thursday), 5:00-7:00pm.
Price: STIBC Members: $49, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $59.
About the Instructor:
Frances Peck, BA, MA, is a writer and Certified Professional Editor (Hon.) who works on material
ranging from manuals and websites to technical documents and reports. Most of her clients are in
the government, corporate, non-profit and association sectors. She has taught at the University of
Ottawa, Simon Fraser University and Douglas College, and gives editing and writing workshops
across Canada. Frances prepared the Canadian edition of The St. Martin's Workbook, co-authored
the HyperGrammar website and wrote Peck's English Pointers, an e-book published by Canada's
Translation Bureau. She is a longtime member of Editors Canada and an affiliate with West Coast
Editorial Associates.
Frances has also worked with ATINS, ATIO, ATIS and CTINB.

My Experience with the STIBC Certification Exam during Covid-19
By Danny (Dingyi) Wang

F

or anyone committed to being a professional translator, becoming certified is a milestone to
reach in your career path. I used to think the biggest challenge of the Certification Exam was
having no access to a computer and the internet. “I’ve never ever translated using a pen on
paper,” I once said to a peer translator. What I had not expected was that a global pandemic would
pose an even greater challenge. Fortunately, I had the support of STIBC’s office team who made every
effort to offer the CTTIC certification exam this year. The whole process was professional, well
organized, and remarkably efficient within a safe environment.
Unlike several of my peers at STIBC, I am quite new to British Columbia. Having worked in New
Zealand as an in-house Chinese translator and project coordinator of an Auckland-based translation
agency, I immigrated permanently to Canada under the Federal Skilled Worker program. After
becoming an Associate Member of STIBC in January 2020, I decided to keep up the momentum and
apply to write the Certification Exam right away. Then the outbreak of Covid-19 occurred.
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In March, STIBC sent its members an email saying that they had decided not to offer any certification
exams at that time because they could not guarantee social distancing during exams. Thinking the
virus situation would soon subside, I wasn’t too worried. However, the number of confirmed cases
kept climbing over the following months. Due to health and safety concerns, STIBC was not even sure
there would be any exams this year or indeed anytime soon but they were monitoring the situation.
Finally, on the last day of September, some good news arrived in an email from STIBC. It informed
members that handwritten Certification Exams for translators were open for registration. For social
distancing reasons, only five candidates were allowed for each session. The registration process was
simple and straightforward. Applicants could choose from the dates and times available on STIBC
website’s online event schedule. I immediately signed up for the morning session on November the
6th for the Chinese to English language combination and paid the fee online. I could not wait to write
my Certification Exam!
The exam was to take place at STIBC’s office at 1501 West Broadway in Vancouver. Because I had
never been there before, I left home early in case it took me longer to find the office (cutting things
too fine is never a good idea!) With the help of Google Maps, I found the office without any difficulty.
There are quite a few public parking lots near the office building so I parked my car in an
underground parkade―a two-minute walk away.
Upon entering the office on the fourth floor, applicants had to sign in on a registration sheet placed
beside a couple of spare medical masks which, I assumed, was also a reminder of mandatory maskwearing. One of the invigilators, Ms. Tamara Schaupp, received me and told me where to leave my
bag. All candidates were obliged to leave their mobile phones at the front desk before the start of the
exam. Standing on each desk was a full, medium-sized bottle of hand sanitizer. I sat at the desk that
had my candidate code number and took a generous pump from the bottle, rubbing the liquid all over
my hands.

© Danny (Dingyi) Wang

© Danny (Dingyi) Wang

This picture of STIBC’s office door was taken at around 8:20 a.m.,
40 minutes before the exam. It’s a small office with a front desk
area and two or three rooms, ideal for small groups of exam
candidates.

This is the view from the hallway outside the office. I was assigned
to a desk at the window from which I enjoyed a lovely view. The
surroundings were incredibly quiet for this bustling location.
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Prior to the exam, Tamara explained the rules―paper dictionaries or materials only, no electronic
devices allowed, and leave every second line blank for the markers. She also instructed us how to
number each page of the exam paper. We were able to ask questions after the instructions had been
given. After confirming that we had no more questions, the invigilator started to hand out the exam
paper and answer sheets. The first section included one mandatory text for translation while the
second section consisted of two optional pieces of text from which candidates were to choose one. As
soon as the paper was handed to me, I started reading it attentively, making marks on the original
text, and looking up words in the hardcover Oxford dictionary I had bought especially for this exam.
(In this digital day and age, I have ten dictionaries on my smart phone but none on my shelf!)
The surroundings were noticeably quiet for this bustling location. I could hear nothing from the
street, which helped me concentrate on what I was doing. During the three-hour exam, the invigilator
gave us notice of the time remaining every hour or so thus assisting us in our time management. As
the end of the three hours approached, the time was called at more frequent intervals. The
mandatory text took me longer than I expected, but I finished the second text more quickly. I did not
transfer my translation onto the exam pages until I had completed my fourth or fifth draft. When I
asked for more scratch paper, it was readily provided by the invigilator. I used up the remainder of
my time reviewing and revising my translation until the very last minute before time was up.
In retrospect, the whole exam process was carried out smoothly in a well-organized and remarkably
efficient manner while safety measures, including social distancing, mask wearing and handsanitizing, were impeccable. Before the exam, we were informed when and how the exam would take
place. The online registration was simple and user-friendly. STIBC’s office was easy to find and ideal
for examining a small group of candidates. I would like to thank STIBC’s team for their
professionalism and hard work in making the exam possible during these strange times of the Covid19 virus.
Danny (Dingyi) Wang
STIBC Associate Member
Chinese to English Translator

The Challenge of Translating/Interpreting from Arabic
By Riadh Muslih

T

ranslating or interpreting from/to Arabic presents its own unique challenges. To begin with,
Arabic, or what is known as Classical (or written) Arabic, or the language of the Quran, is read
and understood by hundreds of millions of Arabs and other minorities living in the Arab
world, and many who live in Muslim countries. However, spoken Arabic is largely localized
throughout the Arab World. There is the Arabic spoken in the Maghreb (Morocco, Algeria and
Tunisia), which is mixed with Berber and French. Then there is the most popular of them all, the
Egyptian dialect, also understood in Sudan and elsewhere. Palestine, Lebanon and Syria
(traditionally known as the Levant) speak dialects that are very similar to each other. However,
Iraq’s Arabic, with its unique dialect and expressions influenced by Farsi and Turkish, can be
difficult to understand if you are from the Maghreb, Egypt or most other Arabic-speaking countries.
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Generally, it isn’t a huge challenge to translate a written document. Even when there are different
ways of expressing a statement, a simple online research or a phone call can resolve most issues.
The real challenge presents itself when interpreting, typically when there is no time to conduct
research or ask others. Before taking an assignment, a good interpreter should ask about the
country of origin of the person they are asked to interpret for. A common complaint I hear from
people hiring Arabic-language interpreters is that the interpreter they engaged did not speak their
dialect. It is important for clients to indicate clearly if they need an interpreter from a specific region
or one who is familiar with many, if not most, regions.
Even experienced interpreters make errors. Sometimes they can be corrected while at other times,
it’s too late to do so. I recall one particular instance at the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB). I
tend to present myself as someone who is familiar with most dialects, since I am a native Arabic
speaker and have lived for many years in a variety of Arab countries and among a variety of Arabic
speakers. In this case, the claimant was asked what his occupation in Lebanon was. He replied
“lahham.” My immediate, and natural, default was the dialect of Iraq, where I was born and raised.
In Iraq it means a “welder,” someone who puts two things together. I then immediately realized that
in the Levant, lahham means a butcher (a person dealing with laham, or meat). Luckily, I was able to
correct myself, but only after the session had ended. So I made a written statement. This might not
have been possible had it happened in court.
Another major challenge is that Classical Arabic is a static language, while English, in comparison, is
a dynamic language. Classical Arabic has not changed much since the birth of Islam, when it was a
unifying language―even among Arab Christians and Jews. The modern variants, however, have
evolved throughout the ages and were influenced by interactions with other cultures and languages.
In contemporary times, mass media, especially television and the Internet, has made some forms of
spoken Arabic totally foreign compared to the written version, which is the backbone of law and
administration. Terms like idbara or malaf, both meaning “file,” are commonly used in legal
documents such as birth certificates, but hardly understood by the common speaker who uses the
English term “file.” Even more difficult are terms such as “lesbian,” “gay,” “bisexual,” and
“transgender,” which have no exact equivalents in everyday spoken Arabic. Added to this is the fact
that there is still a stigma associated with all these terms, so they are hardly ever vocalized in a
conversation.
A translator must present text in such a way that it can be understood by a variety of readers
coming from different cultural backgrounds. Many multilingual people―and I believe this is not
exclusive to Arabic speakers―write in a foreign language but continue to think in their native
language. Translations carried out in this way become odd, illegible and, in many ways,
idiomatically unacceptable―gibberish at best. I have encountered many Arabs who believe they can
be translators simply because they speak both Arabic and English, and then complain after failing
the certification exam, believing it was unfair. I remind them that language is culture; you cannot
fully understand one without understanding the other.
Documents from the Arab world―powers of attorney, marriage or divorce contracts and even court
records―are written in long, usually unpunctuated, texts. A sentence can become an entire
paragraph, and a paragraph can become an entire page or longer. The translator’s task is to break it
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down into shorter sentences so it can be more easily understood by English readers, while still
strictly adhering to the meaning and intent of the source document.
In many Arabic documents, such as court records, it is possible to find a statement such as “the
plaintiff said I told him to settle his debts but he was illusive.” Notice that there were no quotation
marks indicating the statement referred to: ‘I told him to settle his debts.’ When many quotes like
this are found in a long document without quotation marks, a reader can become confused and
unable to discern who said what.
In summary, anyone who aspires to be a certified translator or interpreter must, in addition to
having a strong grasp of the target language, understand the culture and every-day interaction
within the society in which they intend to work.
Riadh Muslih
Certified Translator, Arabic to English

Interview Series VIII: Interview with CTTIC President and past ATIM
President, Alexandre Coutu
By Angela Fairbank

2. Please provide a brief synopsis of your
education—including language education
—and background related to how you
came to be a Translator, Interpreter or
Terminologist. For example, immersion in
foreign countries and culture, university
education, mentorship / menteeship,
internship, etc.

© Alexandre Coutu

1. Translator, Terminologist, Interpreter—
which of these three professions do you
identify with?
Though I spent a few years freelancing parttime as a conference interpreter, I’ve been a
translator from English to French for over 20
years.

I was always fascinated by languages―and
I’ve studied more than a few over the
years―which is why I chose to attend
university and study theoretical linguistics.
This training gave me a better understanding
of the organization and structure of language
and it still helps me today in my work as a
translator. After teaching French as a Second
Language for a few years, I became tired of
spending all my time preparing for the next
day’s classes and I began doing freelance
translation. I was lucky enough to find a few
established translators who were willing to
revise my work, and one of them eventually
helped me land my first full-time job as a
translator for a national retail chain. There the
translators would revise each other’s work
and this was a great learning experience. My
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next job was translating legislation for Manitoba Justice and there too everyone’s work was revised. I
believe this was instrumental in giving me the tools to grow as a translator and later as a reviser. We
translate for people we don’t know and it’s crucial that we learn how our texts are perceived by
others.
3. Are you currently working in-house or as a freelancer? If you have had experience in both
types of employment, which do you prefer?
I occasionally work as a freelancer, but I much prefer working in-house. I feel that I can deliver better
quality work in-house: I have a much better understanding of the client and the product, I get to
consult the writers and influence the source text, and I can take ownership of the final product.
Working in-house provides me with an environment where I can constantly strive to hone my craft.
4. Where do you currently exercise your profession?
I am currently Director of Legislative and Parliamentary Translation for Manitoba Justice. A team of
five translators (officially called jurilinguists) works with me to translate the province’s legislation
and to offer translation services to the Manitoba Legislative Assembly. I started there as a junior
translator in 2001 and worked my way through every position until I became Director in 2015.
The legislative drafters for the English version work in the same office as the jurilinguists, and we
work closely together to create the best possible product in both languages. Most of my work consists
in revising and mentoring the team of jurilinguists to create a French version that has the exact same
legal effect as the English, while crafting a clear, precise and concise message. Because the vast
majority of our work comes from two clients only, we have a finite amount of work to complete and
instead of focusing on production, we can focus on creating quality translations that will be public for
decades and need to stand scrutiny before the courts. Quality is the most important aspect of our
work, and I feel very privileged to be there.
5. Are you certified in your profession? If so, by which certification organization(s), and for
how long have you been certified now? If you are certified, once you became certified, did you
notice your income increase slightly, moderately or substantially? Usually it is freelancers who
choose to become certified. However, since you are not a freelancer, why did you decide to
become certified anyway?
I became certified with ATIM in 2002. Because I was working in-house, and I still work at the same
place, I didn’t see any difference in salary caused by certification. I wanted to become certified
because I saw it as a professional goal and responsibility.
6. What have been some of the highlights of your career so far?
The work we have been doing this year related to the pandemic will likely remain very memorable.
We translate health orders and various other texts aimed at helping the government adapt to these
new conditions and at facilitating health services like vaccination. We get a sense that our work has a
direct impact on the population. We were also invited to work from inside the Legislative Assembly
Chamber during a special session earlier this year, which was a rare honour and a first for any
translator.
7. Have there been any particular challenges in your profession you would like to share with
our readers?
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Manitoba’s legislation needs to be bilingual to be legally effective, and both linguistic versions can be
challenged before the courts. This means that we need to strive to understand every aspect and
implication of the source and target texts, while creating a well-written product that integrates with
the rest of our statutes and regulations. This creates a mentally challenging and rewarding
environment where striving for the best matters, and is encouraged.
8. What advice do you have for colleagues who are just starting—or thinking of starting—
today?
Improvement will not come by chance. You are the steward of your own progress; you need to work
on your craft through deliberate practice: ask for feedback from more experienced translators, make
note of your weaknesses, and work on them relentlessly. If you continually strive to become better at
what you do, you will have a successful and rewarding career.
9. As Past President of ATIM—Association of Translators, Terminologists and Interpreters of
Manitoba—could you please tell us a little bit about the association, i.e. how many members it
has, when it was founded, and please feel free to mention any particular achievements made
during your time on the board of ATIM to help it grow as well as what challenges, if any, still
need to be met.
ATIM has grown to about 68 members and 10 associates (a newer category for us). While I was
president (until this past October), we rewrote the by-laws, started admitting community
interpreters, created an associate category, digitized our archives, and created a test on the code of
ethics that’s become a requirement for admission. We are in the process of reaching an agreement
with the provincial government to obtain recognition for ATIM’s unique status in the province as a
certifying body―a more flexible arrangement than obtaining title protection through legislative
means. The Association is still opening up to non-official language combinations, and offering training
opportunities continues to be a challenge, but ATIM is financially solid and has a bright future ahead.
10. You have just been elected to your second term as President of the Board of CTTIC—
Canadian Translators, Terminologists and Interpreters Council. Congratulations! Please tell us
how you originally became involved in CTTIC, why you chose to serve in this position, and why
our readers might consider serving on CTTIC's board next year when all positions are up for
renewal once again.
I first attended a CTTIC AGM as president of ATIM in 2017. I wanted to get involved because I thought
it would help me in my work with ATIM and I wanted to know what was happening elsewhere in the
country. CTTIC had just begun rebuilding itself, and I wanted to be part of that. There are limits to
what CTTIC’s volunteer board can achieve, so we initially made the conscious decision to focus on
serving the seven member societies and securing the certification exam before moving on to other
outreach activities. Starting last year, thanks to a full and active board, we have been able to expand
our activities and increase communications with the provinces. As you mention, many of the board
members are here for one last year, myself included (this is my last of three possible mandates), so a
number of positions will open up in November, and we need new board members to continue serving
the provinces and their members. If there is something you would like to change or see happen, any
project you would like to steer, or if you think you can contribute in any way, please contact STIBC, or
CTTIC directly. All STIBC certified members and other CTTIC-affiliated certified members are eligible
to sit on the board. We need your help!
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My Day at a Commercial Shoot with an International Celebrity
By Angela Fairbank

I

Yes, you too could get new linguistic gigs based on your background experience!

n November 2020, I was reading the monthly newsletter of one of the local translation/interpretation
agencies I have been working for―mainly as translator but occasionally also as editor/proofreader and
interpreter―since 2004, when I came across the following sentences: “We were asked to source a FrenchCanadian accent coach to train a celebrity in the French-Canadian accent. A film industry experience helped
the translator get the assignment.” I realised I was the “translator” referred to!
Between May 2009 and December 2012, I took courses toward a part-time Digital Film Production Certificate
at Langara College, graduating in March 2013 after completing my final projects―two short films I had
directed, filmed, and edited myself. It had seemed to me at the time to be the logical progression after
completing a Certificate in Photography from the same institution. I then took part in a number of other short
films: first as a stills photographer, then (in no particular order) as director, camera operator, post production
editor, actor, extra, stand-in, boom operator, grip, electrics, production assistant, etc. etc.―you get the picture,
I’m sure. Ergo, I have had a rounded education in the film industry. I also wrote a couple of scripts for short
films, though I never got around to making them.
Therefore, when I was contacted by my agent at the end of October 2020, I was at first reluctant, wondering if I
had the necessary skills. The request was as follows: “We have a potential project requiring a French
(Canadian) native from Quebec to go onsite and teach a male Canadian talent/celebrity to speak some lines…in
an authentic Quebecois accent.” The e-mail continued with more details: it was for a one-day commercial shoot
in the Lower Mainland, I would need a car, and it would probably last from 10 to 14 hours. The only
requirement was “the translator (sic) needs to be comfortable working with celebrities and teach them how to
pronounce in an authentic Quebecois accent.” My agency also asked, if I was not available, could I recommend a
Quebec-French native speaker from the Lower Mainland?
Although tempting, my gut reaction was, well I’m not a “Quebec-French native speaker” but I do know a
colleague at STIBC who is. I called her, left a message on her phone, but never heard back from her. At the end
of the day (literally), not wanting to leave my agent hanging, I thought, why not? I‘ve been translating and
interpreting for Quebeckers for years, I’ve lived and studied in Quebec, I’ve been listening to webinars from
OTTIAQ recently in “Quebec French” and with my long experience as a linguist, I should be able to bone up on
the “Quebec” accent through videos and my huge collection of Quebecois music. Anyway, it’s a one-day
commercial shoot so there probably won’t be that many lines, I can always do some extra study once I receive
the script, and I can get help from other Quebec colleagues if necessary. So I accepted. The more important
requirement―experience with the film industry―I clearly had in spades.
The next step was to talk to the film production manager over the phone and convince her of my experience
with French―and Quebec French especially. I passed the test. The shoot was in one week so I started studying
the celebrity, watching his videos and listening to all his songs on YouTube (yes, he’s a singer) and viewing his
commercial from last year for the same sponsor. I was particularly listening out for any instances where he
spoke or sang in French to see what his accent was like. As it happened, the commercial from last year I
managed to find was in English and most of his songs are in English. However, he did record one song in Italian
and another in Spanish, both languages I have studied and can speak, and his accents sounded quite impressive
to me. I was, I must say, particularly impressed by an ad he had acted in for the BBC in disguise where he was
speaking in a very convincing South African accent. I found only one song in French―a bilingual duet with a
Francophone singer―and in my professional opinion he clearly had some difficulty pronouncing the French “r,”
but that’s quite usual for most English-speakers anyway.
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After studying the artist―and by the way, I love his voice and the types of songs he sings, so quite frankly it was
a very enjoyable homework assignment―I then started listening to Quebec songs on my iPod. I have collected
masses over the years. Moreover, I looked up a number of YouTube videos to get myself up to date with the
latest Quebecois expressions, local slang, and comparisons of pronunciation between French from France and
French from Quebec. Furthermore, during those same days, I watched a Quebec television series (full of local
slang and whose actors have very thick accents) on CBC Gem.
As the shoot took place during Covid-19 times, another requirement prior to being accepted by the production
company was submitting to a Covid-19 test―which incidentally I was paid a very nice sum to do. My agent even
arranged for travel pay to the test site and back! I received my negative results within 36 hours. Next, I was
asked to complete an on-line safety webinar called “Covid-19 Basic Awareness Course for Film Productions.” I
did so and sent the resulting certificate to the production agency as proof.
Then, receiving the final go-ahead and confirmation of the shooting day (but still not knowing where in the
Lower Mainland it would take place), and leaving it to my agent to arrange the French accent coaching contract
and its cancellation policy for me, I went ahead and rented a car for three days. I knew things would start early
on the morning of the shoot and go late into the night, so I rented the car from the day before the shoot until
the day after.
I received the script three days before the shoot. Luckily, as I had imagined, it was pretty simple and there were
only two words I ended up double-checking for Quebec pronunciation: in France the final “s” of “ananas”
(pineapple) is pronounced, whereas in Quebec it isn’t! And “pêche” (peach) is pronounced with a noticeable
diphthong in Quebec, whereas it has a short vowel sound in France. (Yes, I’m well aware there are a variety of
pronunciations in both France and Quebec, but to make things simple, this is finally what I went for.)
Just as I was going to bed at 10:00 p.m. the night before the day of the shoot, I received the call sheet. I was to
be at an address in North Vancouver by 7:15 a.m. In the same e-mail, I also received 1) maps to show me where
to park my car for the day and where the four different scenes were to be shot so I wouldn’t get Lost; 2) the
final scripts in English and French; 3) six pages of director board where each shot had been illustrated like a
comic strip; and 4) a very long list of all the actors and crew (110 humans―I was listed under the international
celebrity’s “team” as “French Dialect Coach”―and one animal) involved in the one-day shoot together with all
their phone numbers and e-mail addresses (sorry, colleagues, the international celebrity’s contact information
was left blank! Yes, I know ). That evening too, I was required to fill in an on-line “Pre-Production Self
Screening Questionnaire” for Covid.
On the morning of the shoot, I was up at 5:00 a.m. telling myself It’s a beautiful day and was out the door by
6:00. I had struggled with what to wear. I knew the day would be long but luckily, according to the weather
report, it was to be dry. I decided to dress warmly but to take my warm winter coat as well in case I was
standing around outside a lot.
Arriving at the assigned parking lot at 7:00 a.m. appropriately masked, I was asked to fill out the self-screening
Covid questionnaire once again, this time on the specially-appointed commercial-shoot Covid medical officer’s
iPhone. Then, after checking in with the production assistant to tell her I’d arrived, I was directed to one of the
vans transporting crew to the set. These were large people carriers with lots of space. Some seats had been
allocated for sitting on while others had been marked off with an “X” so we could maintain the proper distance.
We were off and I could only Hold On.
I arrived at the first filming location―outside a house―together with the script girl, who told me I would be
with her most of the day. The script girl sits right beside the director in front of the monitors so they can watch
the scenes being shot! I stayed away from that area for the first scene, however, as the only actor involved at
that time was a dog called Jasper and he wasn’t required to speak any French so didn’t need me to coach him! I
reminded myself I gotta be patient.
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As I was standing across the street from the first scene, I was approached by a representative of the sponsor―a
multinational carbonated soft drink producer―and the first AD (assistant director), who, each standing six feet
away from me and each other, told me right away that the actor aka melodious bard I was there to coach was
so well known worldwide (oh and by the way, did I know who he was? I nodded, smiling to myself and thinking
of all the hours of his music I had recently listened to and videos I had watched), and everybody knew he was
an English speaker, not a French speaker, so they didn’t actually need him to speak with a French-Canadian
accent. Instead, they needed him to speak with a “Burnaby French” accent since he’s originally from Burnaby. I
commented that that would be easy as I too was originally from Burnaby. The AD (another Burnaby-ite) was
delighted to hear this! So there you go! I was the right person for the job! All I had to do was coach him to speak
in my very own French accent!
Next, I was introduced to the Director (from New York), who had flown in for the shoot. The sponsor
representatives, I learned, had flown in from Toronto and the script girl had taken a ferry to get to North
Vancouver from the Gulf Islands! They and other foreign crew were staying at a hotel in downtown Vancouver.
As I maintained my observation from across the street during that first hour or so, while the set was being
prepared and the dog was taken through his lines (woof, woof), I kept trying to guess where the “international
celebrity” was. I told myself I just haven’t met you yet! One of the parking lot attendants on my arrival had told
me he had already arrived and pointed out his very fancy sports car. However, I kept my cool and just watched
all the activity, fascinated―this was by far the largest shoot I had ever been on―and didn’t ask too many
questions. After about an hour of standing around watching, I was finally invited to join the director and the
script girl in the open car porch where the monitors had been set up. I had been supplied with “cans”―a
headset through which I could hear Everything going on in the shoot itself―and once the crew had finished
setting up, I heard through said headset that the “Megastar from Burnaby” (they actually said his name but you
know what I mean) was “on the move.” This meant, I gathered, he was coming out of his trailer, parked a few
blocks away, I supposed, accompanied by his assistant, hairstylist and makeup person, and was on his way to
the location where we were and where he was to start filming his first scene.
When I was introduced to him as his French dialect coach, he tried out all the French he knew, which was
“Bonjour, mon petit chou, voulez-vous coucher…?” then to my relief he stopped mid-sentence, perhaps realizing
he was about to say Something Stupid that wasn’t really appropriate. (Muy bien, his wife would probably have
said). Well, il musicista bello made me laugh, which I think was his aim. I should probably point out that due to
Covid precautions, we had all been told in an e-mail that we were to be very hands off with this recipient of
both the Order of Canada and the Order of British Columbia as he had an immune-compromised child at home.
Nor were we allowed to take any selfies with this multiple Grammy and Juno award-winner, to the chagrin of
myself and my agent, who had no doubt been hoping for a souvenir shot of the both of us for her newsletter.
I later “met” one-on-one with the man of the méchamment belle voix to practice his French lines with him, once
via Facetime using the second AD’s iPhone, and once by walkie-talkie. However, to my surprise, I was also
asked to coach the minor actors in French. As I had been told their lines would be dubbed in the French version
of the commercial, I wasn’t expecting to be asked this. Nonetheless, of course, it was no problem and I took
them through their French lines just before the French version was to be shot. (For each scene, first the English
version was filmed and then the French version.) One of the actors, an Asian whose second language was
Chinese, caught on to the French accent quite quickly while the two teenage actors did require a bit more
coaching from me but managed in the end. In any case, as pointed about above, the director wasn’t really that
concerned due to the later dubbing. The two women actors in the commercial were already familiar enough
with French they did not need my coaching.
Around noon, production was stopped and caterers came round with trays offering us individualized boxed
lunches with a choice of salmon or chicken. I ate mine alone (Nobody but me) well distanced, standing across
the street from the third film location, which had just started being set up.
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To sum up my day, I will say that overall, it was an exciting opportunity, everyone was really nice and friendly,
Covid-restrictions were carefully observed―only the actors were unmasked and only when they were being
filmed―and I even got to try out the very swanky trailer washroom once. As for my part, everyone seemed to
appreciate my help. There was a lot of standing or sitting around, sure, and yes, I was provided with a chair. I
felt honoured to be seated at the monitors with the director where I could see everything and hear everything. I
was finally dismissed by the sponsor around 5:30 pm, got the shuttle back to my car by 6:00 and arrived Home
at 7:00. I was sooo glad I had decided to bring my warm winter coat as I had been outside all day.
I received payment for my work very quickly and it’s probably the most I’ve ever made in a day as a freelance
linguist (but then there was all that arduous studying beforehand!) The day after the shoot, I remember feeling
quite exhausted, so it’s not something I’d agree to do every day. Once in a while though, sure! Perhaps even
Someday soon.
If you’d like to see the resulting commercial yourself, I am led to believe it will be aired during a major
internationally-televised American college football event on Sunday, February 7, 2021. Not having a TV or
being a fan of football myself, I’ll probably miss it. (Anyway, it’s likely only the English version will appear in
B.C.) However, no doubt, a few months later, both the English and French versions will be available to watch on
YouTube. Listen out for the main actor’s “Burnaby French” accent and let me know what you think! And one
final piece of advice: The next time I call you to offer you a gig, answer the phone! Otherwise, You’ll never know!
That’s all!

© Angela Fairbank

As it was forbidden for us to take selfies with the celebrity, yet thinking ahead and wanting to illustrate this article with some
sort of souvenir from the day, I shot the above photo of a tree in all its autumnal splendour with my iPhone. It was located
right across the street from the last scene we filmed for the commercial shoot before sunset.

Angela Fairbank, M.A., C.T.
STIBC-Certified Spanish to English Translator
ATA-Certified French to English Translator
Registrar, STIBC Board of Directors, 2019-2021
STIBC Voice Editor, 2019-2021
CTTIC Vice-President, 2019-2021
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STIBC Founding Member Obituary

Below is an extract from an obituary published on December 29, 2020 in the Vancouver Sun/The Province.
You can find the full obit at https://vancouversunandprovince.remembering.ca/obituary/laurencebongie-1081321941

(Image from the Vancouver Sun/The Province obituary)

Laurence Louis Bongie (Larry) (December 15, 1929 - December 26, 2020)

“L

aurence ("Larry") passed away on Boxing Day in Lady Minto Hospital on Salt Spring
Island. Son of Louis and Madalena Bongie, he was born in Turtleford, Saskatchewan, and
no matter how far he went in life, geographically and intellectually, he never lost touch
with his northern Saskatchewan roots and the memory of that one-room schoolhouse
near Fairholme which he attended with his beloved sister Alda.
After moving with his family to Vancouver in 1944, a love for literature and philosophy took him
first to the University of British Columbia and then to Paris, where in 1952, at the ripe old age of 22,
he received a doctorate from the Sorbonne.
Upon his return to Vancouver in 1953, he took up a teaching position at UBC, eventually becoming
Head of the French Department in 1966, a position he held until his retirement in 1992. Elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada in 1998, he continued to add to a series of groundbreaking
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studies of eighteenth-century France that culminated in 2004 with his sixth book, “From Rogue to
Everyman: A Foundling's Journey to the Bastille,” which beautifully exemplifies his passionate
engagement with archival research and buoyantly dissident approach to social history.
During all this time, his loving wife Bettye oversaw his transition from motorcycle-driving
bohemian in the 1950s to Subaru-driving contrarian in the 2010s. Starting in 1973, Larry and Bettye
spent most of their free time at "the farm" on Salt Spring, where they moved for good in 2010.
After Bettye's death in 2013, Larry persevered, working on French translations of his last two
books, taking many a thoughtful stroll down Philosopher's Walk, and excelling, late in life, at the fine
art of being a grandfather.
Diagnosed with terminal cancer in February 2019, he died as he would have wished, strong in mind
(if weak in body), dispensing anecdotes and jokes in that inimitable fashion which enlivened so
many leisurely lunches and dinners at the UBC Faculty Club during its golden years…”
Mackenzie Birrell, C.T., long-time member of STIBC and current Co-chair of CTTIC’s Board of
Examiners, adds “One of our founding members has died. As his obituary shows, he had a long life
and lived it well…Aside from his illustrious career in the academic world as described in the
obituary, Larry was instrumental in the founding of our Society, and he shepherded it for many
years with his wise counsel. A translator throughout his career, he also furthered the profession in
another important way: as part of his role in the French Department at UBC, Larry founded the
Certificate Program in Translation and directed it through much of its existence.”

(Image from the Vancouver Sun/The Province obituary)
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The STIBC Voice is Calling All Members!

T

he STIBC Voice, published four times a year (January, April, July and October), is looking for
contributions that relate to the translation and interpretation industries locally, nationally, and
internationally.

Author-members eager to share new ideas, sources of inspiration, proposals for improvement, and
experiences of interest to colleagues and friends are invited to submit news items, articles,
announcements or illustrated essays that fit into the following framework:
News Items and Announcements (50–200 words)
Brief notices about events, issues and projects relevant to STIBC.
Feature Articles (500–800 words)
Longer pieces that entertain, enlighten and compel
 discussing one or more topics of interest in depth;
 sharing knowledge, for example professional experiences, implementation efforts in markets
or tips and tricks;
 offering new perspectives on current global issues affecting our profession, such as
migration, citizenship and technological change;
 reflecting on technical and linguistic matters, educational issues, regulatory perspectives, etc.
Submissions should include a title, the author’s name and date (section headings optional). The use
of images (paintings, sketches, photos, tables and/or sidebars) for illustration and emphasis is
encouraged.
All contributed material must comply with the ethical principles and standards of professional
conduct set out in the STIBC Code of Ethics (see the Bylaws, Part 14).
Please send all texts (.doc, .docx, or .rtf files, double-spaced 12-point standard font, basic formatting)
and images (.jpg or .png files) to the STIBC Voice Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org
All articles selected for publication will be edited for content (including length, if they exceed the
recommended word count and space is tight), spelling and grammar.
Contributions are welcome at any time throughout the year, but…

THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEXT ISSUE IS
Thursday, April 1, 2021.
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T

o suggest ideas for articles or to ask about any other details, please contact the STIBC Voice
Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org.

Please note: Certified Members are reminded that each article they contribute that is accepted
for publication in the Voice is eligible for 1 CE credit under the Continuing Education Chart
subscription/contribution category, which allows a maximum of 5 credits in this category per year.
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